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Introduction

The Department of Mathematics and Statistics at California State University, Sacramento is committed to developing and implementing a comprehensive assessment plan that is tied to the department’s mission and can be used to guide decision making, maintaining accountability, and foster understanding. With its priority focus on the students, the department provides an environment in which teaching, scholarship, research and creative activity are valued and supported. We aim to continuously improve programs and processes through introspective assessment and evaluation.

1 Mission Statement

The Department of Mathematics and Statistics perceives its mission to be the pursuit of an excellent instructional program that provides our students with the requisite knowledge and skills to allow them to fulfill their potential in their chosen professional fields. Since the Department not only serves the needs of its own majors but of the entire university, this mission has four clear
components:

1. **Mathematics Major.** The Mathematics major at CSUS requires students to complete a standard lower division load of 18 units of Mathematics as well as an introductory course in Computer Science. These courses include Calculus, Differential Equations and Linear Algebra, and prepare students for the analytic rigor that underscores all the upper division courses. All majors complete 15 units of upper division core study. This core consists of an Introduction to Formal Mathematics as well as two year long sequences in Modern Algebra and Real Analysis. These are classical subjects that form the foundation of all modern mathematics study. Besides these core topics, students are required to take an additional 12 elective units from their chosen speciality, either for an emphasis in Pure Mathematics, Applied Mathematics, Statistics, or the Teaching Preparation Program option.

The major provides all mathematics graduates with a common background in modern algebra and real analysis. With the depth and breadth of training of the major, students are able to enter graduate programs or can use their skills in the classroom, government, or in the corporate and industrial world.

2. **Service Department.** The Department of Mathematics and Statistics serves the entire university with its undergraduate course offerings. All graduates of CSUS are required to study at least one course in quantitative reasoning, and many degree programs expect their students to complete a number of mathematics courses that form an integral part of the students field of study. This role of serving all CSUS students requires that the Department maintain excellent communication with the rest of the university, as well as respond to the input of other departments with regard to the content and purpose of the service courses.

3. **General Education.** All students are required to take a course in quantitative reasoning to
fulfill their general education requirement. Many students elect to study MATH 1 which
gives them a general overview of topics from basic mathematics. Others fulfill the
requirement by taking required courses that are a necessary part of more technical fields of
study. From courses that offer a general perspective of mathematics to more focused general
education courses in statistics and calculus, the general education offerings of the
Department of Mathematics and Statistics make up a significant portion of the teaching load
and represent a major component of the Departments goals.

4. **Graduate Program.** The Department offers a Master’s degree in Mathematics that
principally serves the needs and interests of those students planning to pursue an advanced
degree, or who are interested in a career in teaching at the tertiary level. The Master’s
program has as its central core two year long sequences in Modern Algebra and Real
Analysis. The program exposes students to mathematics at a more complex and
sophisticated level, helps to prepare masters candidates for further study and in the process
solidifies and clarifies the fundamentals of mathematics that are needed for clear exposition
at the undergraduate level.

## 2 Learning Goals

The Department of Mathematics and Statistics has identified five learning goals for mathematics
majors. Associated with each goal are student learning expectations.

1. **The mathematics major at CSUS is expected to develop a fundamental understanding
   of the main strands of mathematics.**
It is generally recognised that advanced study in mathematics requires a solid background in the areas of real analysis and modern algebra. These two strands represent a classical approach to the subject that are still essential learning for any modern study of the subject. Students are expected to complete a full year of study of both real analysis and modern algebra, and are expected to demonstrate the ability to prove and explain some of the fundamental results from these areas. Students are expected to show a basic understanding of the different methods employed in real analysis and modern algebra, and be able to explain the different approaches to the material. Students will understand and use the definitions and basic properties of fundamental concepts in algebra and analysis, such as group, ring, function, derivative, and integral.

2. **The mathematics major at CSUS is expected to develop a fundamental understanding of the process and role of mathematical reasoning.**

Professional mathematicians regard mathematical proof as the intrinsic essence of mathematics, and it is expected that undergraduates will arrive at an appreciation for the role of proof in mathematical discourse, as well as a grasp of the methods of proof that permeate all mathematical exposition. As part of the exposure to the methods of proof and the subsequent mastery of proof writing:

(a) Students should be familiar with common notations and proof techniques.

(b) Students should be able to read, understand, and reconstruct rigorous proofs of elementary theorems in various areas of mathematics.

(c) Students will be able to write elementary proofs.
Application of these fundamental mathematical methods leads to a deeper insight into the nature of the subject.

3. **The mathematics major at CSUS is expected to have an understanding of the breadth of mathematics.**

The study of mathematics has been an integral part of mankind's intellectual history for over two thousand years, and in many ways approaches the pinnacle of mankind's intellectual accomplishments. During the past two thousand years the nature of mathematical inquiry has expanded to include a wide range of topics, from the classical studies of geometry and number theory to include modern subjects of interest such as graph theory, combinatorics, numerical analysis, and dynamical systems. Current mathematical studies range over a wide variety of courses and often include interdisciplinary exchanges. Students should be able to recognise the various branches of mathematics, and according to their interests, should be able to describe and understand the basic methods of study in their chosen option. Students at CSUS will choose between the Pure Mathematics option, the Applied Mathematics and Statistics option and the Teacher Preparation Program option. Each option will present students with an opportunity to master and apply basic mathematical methods from these three areas of study.

4. **The mathematics major at CSUS is expected to demonstrate an ability to effectively communicate mathematical thought.**

The MAA report, *Recommendations for the Mathematical Preparation of Teachers of Mathematics*, draws our attention to the goal that mathematics teachers must be able to communicate mathematical ideas with ease and clarity. This ability should be expected of all students graduating with a degree in mathematics, and need not be restricted to those
planning a career in teaching. The ability to communicate mathematical thought goes to the heart of the mathematical process and centers on the need for clear logical presentation and exposition. Students should be able to explain their solutions and proofs both orally and in writing. Students are expected to demonstrate effective communication in mathematics in a variety of ways: presentations of mathematical results such as in the capstone course or in courses where student presentations are required; responding to questions both in formal class settings and in group settings; explaining mathematics as part of duties associated with the Math Lab, MATH 9 instruction, Learning Skills instruction, tutoring, AMP co-ordination and tutoring, as well as other tutorial duties associated with the Department.

5. **The mathematics major at CSUS is expected to demonstrate an ability to use technology to solve mathematical problems.**

Technological advances have changed the way some mathematical studies are now conducted, particularly in the area of applied mathematics. The use of computer-based and computational methods for certain mathematical exploration means that students need to be aware of the possible uses of technology in the mathematical arena. All math majors at CSUS are required to take a lower division course in computer science, and many choose to study more computing than is offered in this basic programming course. Students interested in applications have the opportunity to use computer-based tools in MATH 121 (College Geometry), MATH 150 (Introduction to Numerical Analysis), MATH 170 (Linear Programming), STAT 115 (Introduction to Probability and Statistics), and STAT 128 (Statistical Computing). MATH 190 (History of Mathematics) also utilizes technology through the use of mathematical typesetting software such as LaTeX. In lower division courses, technology is also used in the classroom to assist with visualization of mathematical structures. Students should be able to effectively use technology to convey mathematical information or perform complex mathematical calculations.
All Math majors should learn how to use mathematical and statistical software, programming and other technologies. Since a large number of mathematics majors end up as mathematics teachers, it is important for students to be exposed to the uses of technology in teaching in a variety of classes. The best students in addition to having a variety of technology skills at their disposal would also have the ability to understand which of these skills are most likely to succeed or not succeed in solving a specific problem they are faced with.

3 Achieving Learning Goals

1. The mathematics major at CSUS is expected to develop a fundamental understanding of the main strands of mathematics.

The main strands of mathematics are Modern Algebra (MATH 110) and Functions of a Real Variable (MATH 130). All math majors are required to study these courses.

2. The mathematics major at CSUS is expected to develop a fundamental understanding of the process and role of mathematical reasoning.

Students are introduced to mathematical reasoning and proof in the Calculus series and in Linear Algebra at the lower division level. The serious task of mastering proofs begins in MATH 108 (Introduction to Formal Mathematics) and continues through the Core series: MATH 110 (Modern Algebra) and MATH 130 (Functions of a Real Variable). Students are also exposed to the methods of proof in a variety of classes including MATH 35 (Introduction to Linear Algebra), MATH 101 (Combinatorics), MATH 102 (Number
3. **The mathematics major at CSUS is expected to have an understanding of the breadth of mathematics.**

Students come to an appreciation of the breadth of mathematical inquiry through their options classes. Students in the applied option study Probability and Statistics (STAT 115), and can elect to take Numerical Analysis (MATH 150), Linear Programming (MATH 170) or Advanced Mathematics for Science and Engineering (MATH 105). Students electing the pure option will take Linear Algebra (MATH 117) and Complex Analysis (MATH 134), and can also take Set Theory (MATH 161), or Logic (MATH 162) or Number Theory (MATH 102). The majority of our majors enter the teaching option and are required to take Number Theory (MATH 102), Geometry (MATH 121) and the History of Mathematics (MATH 190).

4. **The mathematics major at CSUS is expected to demonstrate an ability to effectively communicate mathematical thought.**

All students in the Core courses are expected to communicate their ideas clearly and logically as part of the reasoning process. This is also the case in most of the upper division courses. In the Capstone course (Math 193) students are expected to give verbal presentations and, depending on the instructor, this can be the case in other upper division courses.

5. **The mathematics major at CSUS is expected to demonstrate an ability to use technology to solve mathematical problems.**

All math majors are required to take a course in Computer Science. In Statistics (STAT 115,
STAT 196J/128) and Numerical Analysis (MATH 150) students are expected to demonstrate facility with computer methods. Depending upon the instructor, other courses may integrate technology into the curriculum. Students are expected to be able to apply problem solving skills and technology to answer questions.

The curriculum map below summarizes the information above. Each column corresponds to each Learning Goals item and each row corresponds to a course.

**Curriculum Map : Learning Goals × Matrix of Courses**

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Course</th>
<th>1</th>
<th>2a</th>
<th>2b</th>
<th>2c</th>
<th>3</th>
<th>4</th>
<th>5</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>MATH 30</td>
<td>I</td>
<td>I</td>
<td>I</td>
<td>I</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>MATH 31</td>
<td>R</td>
<td></td>
<td>R</td>
<td>R</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>MATH 32</td>
<td>R,A</td>
<td></td>
<td>R</td>
<td>R</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>MATH 35</td>
<td>I</td>
<td>I</td>
<td>I</td>
<td>I</td>
<td>I</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>MATH 45</td>
<td>R</td>
<td>R</td>
<td></td>
<td>R</td>
<td>R</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>MATH 101</td>
<td>I</td>
<td>R</td>
<td>R</td>
<td>R</td>
<td>R</td>
<td>I</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>MATH 102</td>
<td>I</td>
<td>R</td>
<td>R</td>
<td>R</td>
<td>R</td>
<td>I</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>MATH 105AB</td>
<td>R</td>
<td>R</td>
<td></td>
<td>R</td>
<td>R</td>
<td>I</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>MATH 108</td>
<td>R</td>
<td>I</td>
<td>I</td>
<td>I</td>
<td>I</td>
<td></td>
<td>R</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>MATH 110AB</td>
<td>I,A</td>
<td>R</td>
<td>R</td>
<td>A</td>
<td>R</td>
<td>R</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>MATH 117</td>
<td>A</td>
<td>R</td>
<td>R</td>
<td>R</td>
<td>R</td>
<td>R</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>MATH 121</td>
<td>R,A</td>
<td>R</td>
<td>R</td>
<td>R</td>
<td>R</td>
<td>R</td>
<td>I</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>MATH 130AB</td>
<td>R,A</td>
<td>R</td>
<td>R</td>
<td>R</td>
<td>R</td>
<td>R</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>MATH 134</td>
<td>R,A</td>
<td>R</td>
<td>R</td>
<td>R</td>
<td>R</td>
<td>R</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>MATH 150</td>
<td>R</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td>R</td>
<td>R</td>
<td>I</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>MATH 161</td>
<td>A</td>
<td>R</td>
<td>R</td>
<td>R</td>
<td>R</td>
<td>R</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>
4 Assessment Plan

A variety of tools will be used to gather performance indicators and determine if student learning outcomes have been achieved. Please note that not all assessment tools are appropriate for the entire program. For example, comprehensive exams are exclusively used within the graduate program. The methods by which the Department of Mathematics and Statistics will assess its effectiveness and its program are as follows:

1. **Capstone Course (MATH 193):** This course represents a synthesis of major themes covered in the core courses. The course will allow the Department an overview of the background of those students completing their degree and progressing into the Teacher Credential Program. All students should be able to read short articles and book chapters at an undergraduate level and write reports or give oral presentations to explain the material to their fellow classmates and the instructor. All students should be able to explain their solutions/proofs to simple applied and theoretical problems to their fellow students and the instructor. The best students should also be able to explain and motivate their independent/advanced work to classmates and professors. Instructors in the course will be...
expected to submit an assessment of the strengths and weaknesses of students enrolled in the program.

2. **Exam Files for Core Courses**: MATH 110 (*Modern Algebra*) and MATH 130 (*Functions of a Real Variable*) constitute the central focus of the upper division core for our majors, with all students majoring in mathematics being required to take these sequences. The Department is maintaining a file of final exams given in these courses as a means of assessing and reviewing the standard of performance of students exiting from these courses.

3. **Comprehensive Final Exam**: Passing a comprehensive exam is required of all students in the Masters Program. The exam covers the material studied in Math 210 (Algebra) and Math 230 (Analysis), the two sequences that form the core of the Masters Program. The exam is prepared by members of the Department to closely scrutinize the competencies of students graduating from the Masters program.

4. **Survey of Alumni**: Conducted by the Department and the Alumni Association, the purpose is to gather information about the mathematics program from those engaged in their professional careers with the aim of addressing future needs of our undergraduates. The survey could also take the form of an e-mail survey.

   The survey would be to asks graduates about their current academic or employment status. The purpose of the survey would be to gauge the image of the department and measure the effectiveness of the program to prepare students for their future endeavors in education, government, or industry.

   The alumni surveys are meant to elicit the opinions of students after they have worked in industry or an academic environment for a number of years. The interval provides the
student with the time to determine the worth of their degree from the viewpoint of a working professional or advanced graduate student. This type of survey will provide information that is impossible to gather using exit surveys. Points addressed will include the value of the degree in the job search or application to a graduate program, student preparation for industry or academic work, and strengths and weaknesses of the major.

5. **Exit Interview:** Each graduating senior or graduate student will do an exit interview with the Chair of the department. The interview is private with the purpose of garnering student views on matters related to their degree program. Records of such interviews will be maintained.

The exit interview are meant to ilicit the student’s opinion on a number of points including the effectiveness of the instruction, the applicability of coursework, future career goals, preparation for career and further academic work, and the strengths and weaknesses of the major program. They may be used to determine if a student feels that their own personal learning outcomes have been achieved, and to identify elements of the degree program or its operation that may need reconsideration.

We started regular exit interviews of graduating students in 2016. The success of this practice has encouraged us to continue this practice. However, as the size of our program grows it has become increasingly difficult to schedule interviews. We are considering an electronic survey that students can complete before graduation.

6. **Placement Assessment:** To evaluate or confirm the effectiveness or necessity of recent curriculum changes, the percent of students passing various Mathematics or Statistics courses will be compared against their ALEKS PPL placement assessment score.
Beginning in 2017, the department uses a new placement assessment system based on ALEKS Placement, Preparation and Learning (ALEKS PPL). The ALEKS PPL system is intended to replace the Intermediate Algebra Diagnostic (IAD) and Calculus Readiness (CR) tests that have been used since 1980. A web-based system, the Placement Assessment is designed to determine what students know and what students need to improve. At the end of the Placement Assessment, students will have a better sense of their strengths and weaknesses. Unlike the IAD/CR, students will be allowed to retake the assessments after reviewing the topics. ALEKS PPL scores will help support the discussion of using multiple measures for appropriate placement.

More generally, the assessment of students in the mathematics major at CSUS emphasizes the need for depth of understanding. Homework, exams, papers, presentations, group work and the capstone course all emphasize the depth of the material and when possible the interrelationships between the different mathematical topics in the program. This assessment includes information and encouragement which helps students to want to continue to learn.

The mathematics major at CSUS gives students a strong understanding of the mathematical ideas and their interrelationships. This understanding - as well as the advising, types of instruction, and assessment - work together for our students to enable them to continue to be learners of mathematics, to be good communicators of mathematics, and to be creative with mathematics.

**Assessment of Learning Goals**

**Learning Goal 1:** The mathematics major at CSUS is expected to develop a fundamental
understanding of the main strands of mathematics.

**Assessment Tools**: Capstone Course, Exam Files for Core Courses.

**Learning Goal 2**: The mathematics major at CSUS is expected to develop a fundamental understanding of the process and role of mathematical reasoning.

**Assessment Tools**: Capstone Course, Exam Files for Core Courses, Comprehensive Final Exam (Graduate Program) and Survey of Alumni.

**Learning Goal 3**: The mathematics major at CSUS is expected to have an understanding of the breadth of mathematics.

**Assessment Tools**: Capstone Course, Survey of Alumni and Exit Interview.

**Learning Goal 4**: The mathematics major at CSUS is expected to demonstrate an ability to effectively communicate mathematical thought.

**Assessment Tools**: Capstone Course, Exam Files for Core Courses, Exit Interview.

**Learning Goal 5**: The mathematics major at CSUS is expected to demonstrate an ability to use technology to solve mathematical problems.

**Assessment Tools**: Capstone Course, Survey of Alumni and Exit Interview.
5 Alignment

In general, the BA Mathematics program is generally well aligned with Goals 1-4 and students have many courses in which to increase their performance for each of the goals though again there are some areas where improvement is possible. The Applied Mathematics and Statistics emphases are designed to provide more opportunities to meet Goal 5. As technology becomes more ubiquitous, the curriculum in classes associated with the Pure and Teacher Preparatory emphases are seeing more software-based tools playing a larger role. The Math department might want to consider adding additional upper division courses where students are expected to write projects and give oral presentations to give students more chances to enhance their communication skills (Goal 4). The Math Dept might also want to consider adding other courses where students learn how to use technology in solving math problems to give students more chances to enhance their skills in using technology (Goal 5). The Math curriculum is also aligned with curriculum guidelines published by national organizations like the Mathematical Association of America (MAA). 1 Presently the Math Department is developed but not highly developed in this area. The Applied Math emphasis may consider following the curriculum guidelines published by national organizations like Society for Industrial and Applied Mathematics (SIAM). 2 The Statistics emphasis borrows guidelines published by national organizations like American Statistical Association (AmStat). 3

2 http://www.siam.org/about/mi/Report.pdf
6 Student Experience

The department student experience is emerging. Most courses have clear learning outcomes spelled out in details and students know about them but more needs to be done in this area and we intend to do this in the near future and communicate to the students all learning outcomes by advertising them on the mathematics web page and by making clear to the faculty that discussing the learning outcomes with the student should be thought of as an important component of the courses. The Department of Mathematics and Statistics would need to publicize these learning objectives that students are expected to learn in course outlines and on the Math Department web page to reach the highly developed stage. We intend to revise all of the course syllabi so that they contain a clear description of the learning objectives for the course. A positive activity has been the adoption of a new web-based placement assessment system based on the ALEKS PPL system. The ALEKS PPL assessment system is being adopted across the CSU-system providing students with greater access to math placement.

Appendix

A Exit Interview Questions

Beginning in 2016, Department of Mathematics and Statistics started exit interviews with all graduating students. The assessment was conducted using an exit interview of undergraduate and graduate students. During the students’ terminal semester, they were contacted either by email or in person to schedule an interview appointment. The interview consisted of a series of questions
for students to reflect upon their experiences within the department working towards their degree and preparation for their future activities:

Each one-on-one interview was conducted by the department Chair in the department office. The day and time was selected by the student, and lasted from 30 minutes to an hour. Students were not informed of the questions before hand. The questions were read to the students and their responses were written by the Chair. Graduate and undergraduate students who graduated in the Fall and Spring terms were interviewed.

Because this is a new approach to program assessment, the department is learning best methods for using this approach to obtain the desired information. For example, difficulties with compiling the list of graduating students, scheduling interviews and conducting the interviews contributed to an interview rate of less than 100%. In Fall 2015, approximately 79% of the graduating students were interviewed. Addressing issues that occurred in Fall, the interview rate in Spring 2016 rose to 88%. These rates were calculated by comparing the list of interviewees against the list of students who had degrees conferred.

Each scheduled, one hour interview session was a face-to-face conversation with the department chair. Students were interviewed one or two months prior to graduation. Over 30 undergraduate and graduate students were interviewed. Questions from the initial interview are listed below.

Analyzing the responses proved to be challenging for a variety of reasons including open-ended or unnecessary questions, responses that were difficult to quantify, and unclear objectives. Future versions of the exit interview will address these issues.
A.1 2016 Exit Interview Questions

1. How was the department helpful with your progress to your degree?

2. Was the advising useful? Do you have any suggestions regarding our advising system (e.g. registration holds, etc.)?

3. Which aspects of the program could be improved?

4. Did the department effectively integrate technology into the curriculum? Were students encouraged to integrate technology into their coursework?

5. What are your future plans? Was the department helpful preparing you for your future career?

B Rubrics

Following are rubrics for Learning Goals 2 and Learning Goals 4.
B.1 Topic of Assessment: Learning Goal 2

Being able to prove statements and communicate the validity of the proof to others is an essential skill to be practiced in the upper-division courses of the degree program. This assessment aims to evaluate whether students are able to formulate a proof. We assess two proofs:

- One proof should involve a conditional statement that may be proved by directly invoking the definition.

- A second proof should require one additional step, e.g., using the contrapositive, or proving a universal statement.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Emerging</th>
<th>Developing</th>
<th>Mastering</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td>5</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>1</td>
<td>2</td>
<td>3</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Fails to identify the premises/conclusions of theorems/problems, uses incorrect mathematical symbols, or fails to follow a logical pattern in arguments.

Appeals to intuition or common usage of terms.

Identifies the premises/conclusions of theorems/problems but does not use mathematically correct argument. Successfully identifies and summarizes the premises/conclusions of theorems/problems, devises a mathematically correct method to prove the theorem, but does not use correct symbols or fail to follow a logical pattern in argument.

Clearly identifies the premises/conclusions of theorems/problems, devises a mathematically correct method, and successfully explains the method using arguments that follows a logical pattern using correct mathematical symbols.

Table 2: Rubric for Learning Goal 2: *The mathematics major at CSUS is expected to develop a fundamental understanding of the process and role of mathematical reasoning.*
B.2 Topic of Assessment: Learning Goal 4

This assessment may be done in conjunction with other learning goals. We analyze a student's proof and determine how effective the student communicates the proof ideas with the outside world.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Emerging</th>
<th>Developing</th>
<th>Mastering</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>1</td>
<td>2</td>
<td>3</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>The student does not use any written language to communicate any ideas. The student makes many mistakes in the syntax of mathematical statements.</td>
<td>The student attempts to communicate proof ideas in writing, but uses some incorrect or ambiguous terms. Use of mathematical symbolism conveys the correct idea, but is not quite correct, or uses unusual choices of symbols.</td>
<td>The student chooses the correct terminology and symbols. For true mastery, the student presents the proof elegantly without saying too much or too little.</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Table 3: Rubric for Learning Goal 4: *The mathematics major at CSUS is expected to demonstrate an ability to effectively communicate mathematical thought.*